
Each Row of this garden 
contains two consecutive 
answers reading from left to 
right (except Rows A and L, 
which contain one answer 
reading across the nine 
protruding spaces). Bloom 
clues are divided into three 
lists, White, Pink, and 
Gray; the answers from 
each list should be placed in 
the appropriately-colored 
hexagons, starting in any 
space and reading clockwise 
or counterclockwise. All 
three Bloom lists are in 
random order, so use the 
Row answers to determine 
where to plant each Bloom.

ROWS

A One of four major rivers 
near the Garden of 
Eden, according to 
Genesis

B Be effective in stirring 
up emotions: 3 wds.

Illegal hooch served in 
speakeasies: 2 wds.

C Outskirts
It’s deducted from live-in 

employees’ paychecks: 
3 wds.

D Pain reliever brand that 
introduced gelcaps

The active ingredient in 
Mace is derived from 
these: 2 wds.

E Highbrow tourist spot: 
2 wds.

Firework held in the 
hand after igniting: 
2 wds.

F Mexican resort whose 
name means “place of 
big reeds”

Actress who appeared in 
“Scary Movie,” “Date 
Movie,” “Epic Movie” 
and “Disaster Movie”: 
2 wds.

G Carnival mainstays with 
brass ring dispensers: 
Hyph.

Picks up
H Regards as comparable

Round seeds used in the 
game of conkers: 2 wds.

I Pulp horror novels: Hyph.
Kellogg’s was forced to 

take the words “made 
with real fruit” off of 
their packaging: Hyph.

J Make water-resistant, 
perhaps

Croupier’s refrain at a 
roulette table: 3 wds.

K First (and thus far, only) 
Jewish prime minister 
of Britain

Prehistoric people of 
North America: 2 wds. 

L “Samantha Who?” star 
Christina

WHITE BLOOMS

“You’re not just saying that?”
Civil War battle also known 

as Pittsburg Landing
“The Last ___” (Jack 

Nicholson film)

Icing on the cake
Cross-dressed: 2 wds.
Become visible
Big name in polling
Common dialog-box button
Supporting members
Football’s “Broadway Joe”
Harpers Ferry landmark
Provides with paraphernalia
Room in the game of Clue
The Great Pyramid was his 

tomb

PINK BLOOMS

Dance suggestively
Venerable tribe members
Hit some clubs?
Cheerless
Kept afloat
With acerbity
Isolated hills
Offered care to
“Get moving, sleepyhead!”: 

2 wds.
Takes the wheel

“The Office” star Steve
Gastropod that attaches 

itself to rocks
Copyist
Eastwood’s trademark look

GRAY BLOOMS

Adder of ten pounds, 
supposedly

Unexpected
Person at the door
“No Exit” playwright
Pointy tooth
Punched
Decorative 18th-century 

architectural style
Time magazine’s “Invention 

of the Year” in 2007
Roman statesman who 

tutored Nero
Manchester United striker 

Wayne
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